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The Satellite-UMTS (S-UMTS) etivironment provides a direct application fora broadcasting coding scenario. S-UMTS slippons 3G services that require a specific quality of service. which translates to Bit Error Rate (BER) tipper-limits for the charmel coding to meet, independently of the channel fading conditions. Mol-eover. in a satellite broadcast ciiviroiiment. feedback or rctransmission of packets is either not generally pussihle or may involve excessive delay; tht: system has to typically rely solely on Fow.;1ril Error Correction (FEC).
Coding may be designed so as to address the worstcase Fading scenario. xhich leads to tuineccssaly receiver processing complexity for the vast mzljority of cases. AI-, ternatively. coding may address an average fading scenario, which cannot provide ii hard guannty fin thr desired quality of service (00s) level. Ideally. coding should allow a user with 3 good channel lo recovcr the information with low complexity. while a user with a bad charinel should still be able achieve an acceptable HER 'This worl. \%as supported by lhc fill Project SATIN: IST~2000-2 0 3 0 .
at the cost orincreased complexity andlor some extra decoding deloy. However, the transmitter c m only employ a single channel code which i s simultaneously broadcasted to a11 users; thus, the same channcl code h w to be able to provide the capability of soft tiade-offin tlie processing coinplexity-acliiev;ihie DER sense as a function ofreceiver decoding.
Filially: even if degradation due to severe fadiiig cannot be completely avuided, it is desirable that tlie system performance follows an SNR-BER curve with snialler (smoother) slope than must codes iiatirrally provide: in other words, a softer performance degradation. For example, for turbo codes the BER cuwe is characterized by B very abrupt waterfall area. where the DER drops orders ofmapitude within tenths of a dB. It is undesiiable for a user to observe such a huge perfomlance diference (and concomitant QoS change) ox'er so slight a cliannel vaiation.
With these considerations in mind, this paper proposes a seiially coilcatenated coding scheme in the context of multilevel-ading. This eclinique w a s introduced in [I] as a method to realize coded modidation. Since then the field has received cunsidemble attention and has enjoyed nunieroiis applications (for it good review and bibliugraphy list see, for example.
[Z]). The performance iinprovcnient turbo codes can offer to multilevel coded systems bas been previously investigated in tlie literature [2] . However, typically the peiformalice of a generic titrho code is typically investigiited. and turbo encoder design a the specific application is not considered.
This paper is organized as fulluws: Section II intmduces and motivates the proposed structure. Section 111 addresses the design of each part of the conc;iten;ited code. Section IV presents simulation results. and finally Srctiun V concludes the papcr. amplitude modulation is desirahle to avoid non-linear amplifier effects. However> the extension to different coilstellations is str.dghtfonvard. Another possible coding struchlre in the same context is presented in Fig. 2 . In this case, each multilevel symbol consists of two 4-PSK symbols. Decoding only the convolutional code amounts to ignoring (punturing at the receiver) the second of the received symbols. The design of this code can he performed along the same lines ofthe code in Fig. 1 ; thus, it is not discussed here in a detail. For the rest of the paper. unless explicitly stated otherwise. we refer to the stmctore of Fig Thus. three levels of decodins are possible tliat achieve irncoded performance (decode only the MSB hit bl ). convolutional code perfonnance (decode the two MSB bits bl and bz) and turbo code pcrfornimce (decode all three bits). respectively. The spectral efficiency is1 hib'sec/Hz for all levels of decoding. A serially concatenated struchlre is proposed because for both the outer encoder of a serially concatenated code. and the simple convolutional code, the performance is determined by the output sequence characteristics, i.e., in both cases the design criteria maximize the output free distance. Thus, the same encoder may bc optimized fur this dual tole without conflict. This is not the case for parallel concatenatcd turbo codes where the constituent encoder mapping !?om input to output sequences greatly afiects thr: turbo code perfurmmce.
S Y S T E M
The interleaxr iii FiS. 1 performs symbol interleaving. Density evolution chart comparisons in [3] indi-698 cate that symbol-interleaved scrially concatenaced convolntional codes (SCCC) can convergence at a lower SNR thaii bit-intcrleaved SCCC. The same interlea\,ercan play the role of a channel interleaver for the convolutional code.
The structure of Fig. I allows gxacefnl incorporation with existing standartis. Indeed, by using the >tdndard's convulutioiial code its the outer encuder, the existing receivers would still be able to operate.
Finally, micoded performance inay be usefill for such applications as fast tuning to different broadcasted satellite progranis and zapping [4] .
Ill. DESIGN CONSIUEIMTIOUS
The desien of the inner and outer constitutnt encoder needs tu optimizr the perfom;mce of both the serially concatenated code and the incorporated convolutional code.
A. Sunhol Interltmving
The use of a symbol interleaver implies that the constituent encoders should be optimized for symbol-wise distance properties. An analytical upper hound to the bit error probability in [SI derived design guidelines for the S C K constitiiznt encoders. Repeating the analysis for symhol-wise input along the lines of [SI; the following guidelines [GI for the symbol-interleaved case can he de-
rived:
tlie outer cunstihlent encoder should be optimized for output symhol-wise Hamming distance, or in other words, effective code length [7] . the inner constituent encoder should have infinite symbol-wise impulse response' d z = W . and be optimized for symbol effective distance (lianniing d z or Euclidran depending on the application).
Comdiitionni Code
The convolutional code decoder employs only the two MSB bits 8, and bz. without any inforination about the LSB bit bz. In fact, because uf the Ikirge ihterlener~ the distribution of b:, CPI he uncorrelated from 61 and 62 with uniform distribution.
Thus. tlic.convoliitional code employs a &point modulation, where each transmitted value will be represented by one of two points with equal probability. The uicertainly involved, 3s well as the reduced minimum intercoiistellation distmce, incur a perfurmancc degradation, as compared to employing the regular 4-PSK constellatioo.
The perforiiiance loss can be reduced by using a nonuniformly spaced 8-PSK constellation, where points curresponding to the same tu'o MSB bits are clustered closer togetlier. as Fig. 3 illustrates. The angle @ allows tu describe all the non-uniform constellatioiis between 4-PSK for 8 = 0. m d unifonnly-spaced S-PSK for 8 = x/X.
To assess tlia expected convolutional code perfonnancz when employing the N o MSD bits of the non-uniform 8-PSK constellation, Fig. 4 plots the cut-off rate for different angles 8. Note that even a small reduction of 8 frum 7118 to 3x132 can make a difference, as the simiilation results in Section IV will also denionstrate.
C. Srr-idly Concntendrd Cude
Convolutional code performance is usually compared against cutdff wte. while concatenated codes are typically compared against capacity. Using a non-uniform constellation affects adversely the capacity of tlie 8-PSK constellation, as Fig. 5 indicates. However. the loss is not significant for a sniall reduction in thc angle 8.
C.1 Inner encoder
The inner encoder is designed to have infinite symbolwise impulse response. and maximize the squared Euclidean distances d z , d z , etc. taking into account the non-uniform constellation shape.
Using a fully systematic inner encoder fully systematic makes possible thr separate cunvulutiond code decoding.
hloreover, as is observed in the literature [XI, systeinotic bits contribute to an exly turbo code coiivergeiice.
C.2 Outer encoder
According to tlie asymptotic code design criteria, the outer encodcr should be maximized for output distance. The maximum output Haminine distance a code can achieve increases with the code meinmy. Thus increasing the outer code iirunber of meinow elemems and fi-ee distance offers II good asyinptotic performance for the serially conciiteniited code, and, moreover, improves the convolutional code performance.
However, the larger tlie niunber of memory elements and corresponding fire distalice of the outer code; the higher the SNR that the serial concatenated turho code coiiverges. This cffect has been obseived i n the literature [' , I. nntl is discussed i n [6]. In other wordsl a sniall free distance outer code leads to a wider SNR gap between the concatenated ad convolittioiial code performance. In this paper we opt for such an outer encoder. for the following reason: because our system has the capability of shifting behveen the two cun'es the gap behveen them does not aEect the overall system perfor-mance. Also, smaller number of memory elenients leads to reduced decoder complexity.
IV. SIMI:LATIOE. RESULTS
This section presents siniulation result.. for tlie multilevel concatenated code over AWGN channel.
A . 8-PSK serially coacnrenared code
We consider the structiire in Fig. I with the constellation lahrliiig depicted in Fig. 3 .
For the siniulations, we use a feedforward outer encoder with In = 3 memory elements and generator polynomials 101, 017) in uctal notation. This code achieves effective code length four and output IIaniming &stance four. which is the upper h i i t for a systematic code of this complex it y.
The inner encoder is symbol-wise recursive systematic with m = 3 memory elements. Both the constituent encoders were identified through exhaustive searcli. The SCCC employs a semi-random symbol-interleaver of length 1000 symhols, with spread parameters (10,O,l) ils described in [IO] . All tlie following siniulation results rncotle the information with the full serial concatenated code. but employ different decoders. inner encoders generator polynomials and distance chuacteristics. The encoder polynomials are descrihed according to the notation in [IO] . and achiwes ds2 = 4.556. The employed outer convolutional encoders-presented in Table 11 achieve the upper free distance bound for their number of ineinory elements. The behavior ofthe code performance as a fiinction of the fiee distance is analyzed iii [ 6 ] . The dotted and solid lines correspond to three and ei&t decoder iterations respectively. The iiitcrleaver length is 1000 symbols. imd the spectral efficiency 112 bits/sec!tlz.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed serially concatenated inultilevel coding schenirs for broadcastiny applic;itions; that allow the cncoder to transmit at the same infornwtion rate_ while independently each decoder decides its level of de- 
